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CHAPTER I 
INTRODtTC'riON 
Purpose of the Study 
The number of people who take their own lives each year emphasizes 
the need to further our understanding of the dynamics or suicide. Since 
Durkheim's classic study of suicide in 1897, the problem has been ap-
proached in a variety of ways. Sociological, psychological, and economic 
theories have been advanced as to the causes of suicide. The purpose of 
the present study is to approach the problem from a cross-cultural point 
of view. 
It is the first purpose of this study to describe what is known about 
suicide in the twenty-three primitive societies included in the sample. 
This part of the study will include a desoription of the motives and cir-
cumstances ascribed to the suicide by surYiYOrs, and the society's atti-
tude towards suicide when this information is aYailable. From this de-
scription, it is the author's intention to discuss some of the similari-
ties and differences in suicide among these societies. 
The second purpose of this stud7ia to examine more closely those 
fourteen societies in the sample for wbich there is some estimate of the 
rate of suicide. Cross-cultural ratinp, obtained by other investigators, 
relating to various sociological and psychological factors present in 
these societies will be used as a basis for comparing the high suicide 
and low suicide societies. The resul ta of these comparisons will be ana-
lyzed in an effort to test some hypotheses suggested by the theoretical 
1 
literature on suicide. !he results of this analysis should make it possi-
ble to speculate on the appllcabili t7 of these findings to a larger group. 
At the end of this study, suggestions will be :made for further research on 
suicide among prell terate societies. 
Method 
The material for this stud)" was collected from the Human Relations 
Area Files at Harvard Uni versi t7. The data were drawn from ethnographic 
reports about the culture of 23 different primitive societies. These 
societies were selected on the 'basis of the three following cri terla. 
first, they had to be included in the sample of sevent)"-.t'ive societies 
1 
used b;r Wh1 t.ing and Child in their study Child Training and Personality. 
this was necessary so that their ratings on child rearing practices, guilt, 
dependency, and aggression, could be utilised in testing some of the hy-
potheses suggested by psychoanal.yiic theories on suicide. The second cri-
terion was that these societies be included in the Human Relations Area 
Files at HarTard University. the third criterion, was that there be su.f'-
.t'ioient material on suicide, or specific mention of the fact that there was 
no suicide in a particular society. 
Thirty-tour of the seventy-ti ve societies in the Whiting and Child 
study were aTailable in the HarYard Human Relations Area Files. Of these 
thirt7-four, only twnty-tbree met the third cri t.erion. An effort was 
made to e~d the sise of the sample by atud;ying ethnographic data on 
other tribes in the Wh1 ting and Child sample which were available in the 
1 John w. M. Whiting and Irri.n L. Child, Child Traininl and Per-
sonality, PP• 330-337 • 
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Boston University Library, but no further information on suicide was avail-
able. 
The descriptive information on suicide in the societies selected for 
the sample was transcribed from the files onto a schedule and then ana-
lyzed. There were great differences in the amoc;nt of information that was 
available on suicide tor the different societies, and for certain cate-
gories there was information on too tw of the societies to form a meaning-
f'ul part of the study. In these cases, this information was not included. 
The Cross-cultural Method 
In this study, the cross-cultural Mthod has been applied to the 
study of suicide in these 23 prillli ti ve 80Cieties. The use of this method 
involves taking each primitive society as a unit. Ethnographic data on 
each culture have been studied for information about the presence or ab-
sence of suicide, and for e'rldence of the rate of suicide. The hypotheses 
that are to be tested in Chapter IV or this study specify that certain an-
tecedent conditions determine a high or low rate of suicide. In order to 
test these hypotheses, ethnographic data have been studied for the pres-
ence or absenee and the degree of presence of theae antecedent conditions. 
Lillli tatione of this Studl 
The most serious limitation of this study is the lack of available 
data on suicide among primitive peoples. For this reason the results of 
the data analysis can only suggest that certain :factors 11dlY have a bearing 
on a high or low rate ot suicide and cannot be a conclusive confirmation 
or negat.i.OD of the hypotheses that are to be tested. 
A second limitation which ettects the reliability of 1,~us ;!tl.!dy ie 
that the csa.ta. nave been collected from reports which have been made by many 
different ethnograpbers. For the most part, they have studied the total 
culture of a society and suicide has occupied only a minor part of their 
attention. It has otten been difficult to determine how cOmplete an ac-
count of suicide has been offered by an ethnographer. 
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CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 
Several of the studies which have been made on suicide are dis-
cussed below in an effort to provide the reader with a theoretical frame-
work in which to read the present study. 
Emile Durkheim 'a I.e Suicide, published in 1897, represents the fi rat 
s.ystematic atudT of the sociology of suicide and is still regarded as one 
of the most important contributions to a theoretical understanding of the 
problem. He saw suicide as a produet o! the society in which it took 
place and distinguished between three types of suicide--anomie, egoistic 
and altruietic. 
Anomie suicide is a result of the sudden disequilibriUil of aociet7 
which thrusts certain individuals into a state of noml.esaneas or lawless-
ness which Durlcheim calla anomie. It is his assertion that 
No living being can be happy or eYen exist unless his needs are 
sufficiently proportioned to his means. • • • Unlimited desires 
are insatiable by definition and inaatiabili ty is rightly con-
sidered a sign of :morbid! ty. • • 'to pursue a goal wh.i.ch is by 
detini tion unattainable if to condemn oneself to a state of per-
petual unhappiness. • • • 
Therefore, argues Du'kheim, there JWUst be some limitation on man's desires 
so that they are in harmony with reality and capable of being satisfied. 
Man has no way of imposing these restrictions on himself and thus it be-
comes society's reaponsibilit7 to define limits and set goals tor each 
class within the social structure. 
1 Emile Durkheim, "Anomie Suicide," p. S06. 
' ••• at every moment of human history there is a dim perception in the moral consciousness of societies, or the respective value 
of different social services, the relative reward due to each, 
and the consequent degree of c011l.f'ort appropriate on the average 
to worker a in each occupation. The different flDlctions are 
graded in public opinion and a certain coef.t'icient or well-being 
aaaigned to each, according to its place in the hierarchy ••• 
A genuine regimen exists, theretore, although not always legally 
formulated which fixes with relative precision the maximum de-
gree of ease of living to which each social class may legitimate-
ly aspire. However, there is nothing iDIIl11table about such a scale. 
It changes with the increase or decrease of collective revenue and 
the changes occurring in the moral ideas of society. • • • Under 
this pressure each in his sphere vaguely realizes the extreme limit 
set to his ambitions and aspires to nothin~ beyond •.•• The equi-
librium of his happiness is secure brauae it is defined, and a few 
mishaps cannot disconcert him. • • • 
With a soeial crisis, however, this regimen breaks down. Certain 
members of the society are forced into a position of lower status than 
the one to which they've been accustomed. They are thus in need of more 
controls at a time when the society is incapable of providing restraints. 
The result is anomie and an upsurge ot anomie suicide. 
In his discussion of egoistic suicide, Durkheim asserts that the 
rate of "suicide varies inversely' with the degree in integration of the 
3 
soeial groups or which the individual toras a part." As these social 
groups disintegrate, the individual becomes more detached from society. 
His own values then supersede those of his society and his only rules of 
conduct are those baaed on his personal interests. This is what Durkheim 
refers to as a state ot egoism and he sees excessive egoism as suicidogemc. 
He argues that suicide can stem from this state because the strongly in-
tegrated society asserts control over its members. The interests and 
2 Durkheim, op. cit., p. Sl,O. 
3 
Emile Durkheim, "Egoistic Suicide," p. 490. 
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' causes of the group become a reason for existence and the goals of the 
group help to bind the individual to life. 
• • .man cannot live without attachment to some object which tran-
sends and survives him, and ••• the reason for this necessitY" is 
a need we must have not to perish entirely ••••• When, therefore, 
we have no other object than ourselves we cannot avoid the thought 
that our efforts will finally end in nothingness, since we our-
selves disappear. But annihilation terrifies us. Under these con-
di tiona one would lose courage to 1i ve, that is, to act and strug-
gle, since nothing will remain ot our exertion. The state of ego-
ism, in other words, is supposed to be contradictory to human na-
ture and, consequently, too uncertain to have chances of perma-
nence. 
While he considers excessive individualism a cause of egoistic sui-
cide, Durkheim also sees the reverse as a possible source of suicide. Al-
truistic suicide, the third type of suicide which he classifies, is said 
to arise from insufficient indi viduali.a. When the authority of the group 
becomes so overbearing that the individual's self-preservation is con-
sidered secondary to the achievement ot the group's goals, a situation 
which results in auicide is created. Such would be the suicides of those 
vi don in certain primitive societies who jump on the funeral pyres of 
their dead husbands to preaerTe their honor. 
Ruth cavan's atud;r ot suicide is a historical and ecological approach 
to the problem which closely follows Darkheim' s thinking. She concerns 
herself with two distinct situations in which suicide occurs. First, are 
those Eastern societies in which suicide is institutionalized and is in 
response to the demands ot the group. Such would be the suicides that 
formerly occurred in India or Japan, where the widow or the man who tailed 
would by custom be expected to commit suicide. Secondly, she considers 
4 
Ibid. 
1 
' the personal suicide which occurs in those Western societies in which 
suicide is condoned though not expected as a pbmomenon resul tiny from dis-
organization. 
In studying the rises and falls in the rates of suicide throughout 
history, she concludes that a rise in suicides is related to times of 
change and social disorganization as well as to the prevailinv. attitude 
towards suicide. It is her contention that outbreaks of suicide through-
out the history of Western civilization are coincidental with periods of 
great social change and turmoil such aa the declines of Greece and Rome 
and the Renaissance. It was also at those times that the prevailing 
philosophies were those that would encourage suicide. In ancient Greece 
and Rome, for example, death vas cond.dered a transition between life on 
earth and some more desirable lite after death. Renaissance philosophy 
argued against the Christian teachings that only God had the right to 
determine who should live and who should die and offered the individual 
the right to make his own choice regarding his life and thus the right to 
commit suicide. 
r 
From the early centuries of the Christian era until the Renaissance, 
the social organization was more stable and the Church's condemnation of' 
suicide as a sinful defiance of God 1 s will along with its assertion that 
death might lead to suffering, were strong enough forces to wi \hstand 
those social disruptions that did take place and the rate of suicide was 
low. 5 
Cavan briefly discusses suicide among pre-literate societies and 
based on the anthropological evidence of the time, states that relatively 
5 Ruth Cavan, Suicide, pp. 22-28. 
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few suicides tor personal reasons occur among pre-literate people. She ex-
pleins the absence of personal suicide in tems of her theory that these 
6 
societies have very static social organizations. 
Part of Ca. van t s study is an attempt to relate her theories of the 
personal causes of suicide to Durkheim's social causes of suicide. She 
ci tea two factors that Might lead an individual to commit suicides one 
factor is a personal crisis which interferes with the indi"dCJ·.ial's usual 
ways ot meeting his needs or which sets up a conflict between different 
needs; the second factor is a rigid personality which limits the capacity 
ot tbe individual to adapt to the demands of the external world. 
Several later worlta are concerned with explaining suicide in terms of 
pseho-analytic theories. Current psycho-analytic thinking on suicide 
stems largely from Freud • s theories of melancholia. !!!J!ourniJll and 
Melancholia, Freud describes melancholia as a reaction to an ambivalent 
relationship With an object. Because the object is loved ae well as hated, 
the individual ia unable to express his hoatili ty openly and he tends to 
identify with the object and direct his hatred and unconscious sadistic 
tendencies back upon himself. Thus, the suicidal thoughts or a person are 
in fact murderous impulees against others which are denied outward ex-
pression and consequently become turned inward against the selt. 
In Man Against Himself, Menninger elaborates on Freud • s theories and 
describes three elements that are combined in any suicide. He sees "the 
wish to kill," "the wish to be killed,• and "the wish to die" as three 
distinct aspects of the individual's self-destruction. He considers the 
6 
Ibid., pp. $6-70. 
-
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' individual who commits suicide to be both the murderer and the liUrdered. 
Fenichel includes in his book, The Peycho~ytic Theory ot Neurosis, 
the concept of the punitive super-ego as a factor in suicide. He states 
that implicit in self-.urder is the wish to murder somebody else and it is 
this wish which produced unbearable tension on the super-ego and a turning 
of sadi• against the selt. 
He suggests that suicide may be either a paasi ve or an active act. 
Suicide as a passive act represents a gi~ng up of the will to live follow-
ing a loss or eelf-est.eem which is so complete that the individual feels 
it is illJ)OSsible to regain it. 
More act.i ve suicidal acts represent the individual's efforts to end 
the pressure from the super-ego b7 submi t·ting to i te cruelty and punish-
aent. By JIUrdering the self, the individual .,.mbollically Jllll"ders the 
original object who was internalised in the personal! ty in the process of 
creating the euper~go. 
In .Andrew Heney and James Short's study Suicide and Iiondcide, they 
discussed the relation of these tvo phenomena to the business cycle. The 
authors consider suicide and homicide as two types of aggressive acts which 
are in response to the .f'ruatrations created by the changes in the econ01n7. 
Their data indicate.':' that homicide tends to be the response to these frustra-
tions among people whose social status is low or vho are involved in in-
tense social relationships with other people. On the other hand, suicide 
is 110re apt to be the response of high statue people whose beha'ri.or is not 
apt to be determined by others. They explain this in tel"'ns of the fact 
that the behavior of the homicidal group is subject to strong external re-
straints placed upon it by higher classes or by the people with whom they 
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are closely involved. It follows t.bat "the restraining objects can be 
blamed for frustration, thereby legi ti'llizing outward expreasion of the re-
sultant aggression.• When behavior is freed from external restraint, the 
self muet bear the reapons1bUity tor trutration. Others cannot be 
bl&11led since others were not involved in the determination or beha'Yior. 
Thus other oriented aggression fails to be legitimised. 
In discussing the Ps.rchological bases for the determinants of the 
choice between suicide and homicide, the authors conclude that "psyeho-
logical legitimisation of other oriented aggression consequent to frustra-
tion varies inversely with the degree to which other oriented aggression 
7 
threatens or has threatened the flow of nurturance and love." Thus, when 
an act of aggression is likely to tin~eaten the now of nurturance and love, 
the expression of auression tends to be inhibited and suicide is apt to 
OCO'Ur. 
Herbert Hendin, in his article Suicide in Denmark8 adde another di-
menaion to the psychological theories on suicd.de. It is his thesis that 
the high rate of suicide in DeDII&rk can be explained on the bases of two 
factors. Among the Danish people there tends to be a high degree of de-
pendency and, also, the society allows little outlet for the direct ax-
pression or aggression. He feels that 1 t is the combination of high de-
pendency and minimal outlet for aggression that leads to a high rate or 
suicide in that societ7. 
7 Andrew r. HeDr7 and James F. Short, Suicide and Homicide, p. 115. 
8 . 
Herbert Hendin, "Suicide in DeJa~&rk,• pp. 447-458. 
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Few studies have been made on suicide among pre-11 terat.e peoples and 
two ot these are discussed below. 
In "Suicide Among Civilized and Primitive Races," Gregory Zilboorg 
concerns himself tirst with the misconceptions that the rate of suicide 
increases vi th the development ot civilisation and secondly that suicide 
is a manifestation of some tom of mental illness. 9 There was at the vri t-
ing of his article, as there is toda7, 11 ttle dat.a. on the rates of suicide 
among primitive peoples, but from the writings of t.t"avellers, missionaries 
and anthropologists, Zilboorg ci tea records of the nUDterous voluntary 
deaths of' widows, slaves and occasionally male relatives after the death 
of a chieftain &lllOng several prbd. ti ve raees, and also recalls the massive 
suicides by North American Indian tribes during epidelllics of' smallpox. He 
citee historical evidence which indicates that man suicide was practiced 
in the Bahamas, in Antilles, and Haiti b7 natives who chose death over the 
oppressions of' their Spanish concauerors. 
In his attack on the belief that suicide is caused by Mntal illness, 
he otters a brief euanary of philosophical, sociological and psychiatric 
treatises which suggest that although many psychotics do commit suicide, 
there is no justification tor connecting suicide with psychoses. He 
points to Durkheim'a studies, in particular, which show no indication for 
the assumption that the greater the number of psychotics in a given socie--
tY', the greater the num.ber of suicides. 
Zilboorg feels it ia necessary to supplement the individual clinical 
' 
GregoJ."7 Zilboorg, "Suicide .Among Ci villzed and Primitive Races." 
American Journal of Pmhiatrx. wl. 92, (May, 19.36), pp. 1.347-1370. 
12 
' studies with a study of the psychology of primitive suicide because "every 
voluntary act or suicide, despite its external coat of deliberateness, in 
reality presents a sort of compllca. ted renex motor response, the center 
of the renex ere being imbedded deep in oUr racial past in a matrix of 
10 
intense primitive affects.• 
In tracing the hist.orical. roots of suicide, Zilboorg statesa 
It appears that originally man accepted life on his own terms: a 
sickness, any sort of discomfort, _,. strong affective tension 111.ade 
him feel that life had violated its contract with him, • • .and he 
then would leave his unf'ai thtul partner. • • .apparently the hedonis-
tic UllWillingness on the part. or pr1JIIitive man to accept sickness, 
old age, or too nt&ft7 painful e1110tions not only made it possible for 
him to accept death willingly, even to seek it, but it also gradually 
led him to project his hedonistic ideal onto a hereafter where life 
is eternal and forever deTOi.d of auy discomfort •••• primitive man. 
• • .preferred voluntary ifth rather than relinquish his ideal of 
what lite should be. • • • 
In African Homicide and Suicide, edited by Paul Bohanon, the authors 
study seTeral African societies in an effort to find those combinations of 
social relationships and particular upect.a or culture which are associated 
w1 tb suicide in different. human groups. They suggest that certain combina-
tions of roles are auicidogenic in •~ cultures. They found \hat. female 
suicide in seTeral aocietJ.ea was related to ai tuations in which the woman 
waa unable to tul.till her role as wite and mother either due to difticul-
t.iea in her relationship with a father• husband or co-wiTea or due to the 
death of a lo'ftd one. .l similar pattern emerges for male suicides. They 
also see loss of status as a factor in African suicide. 
Using Durkheim' s clauification, Bohanon considers most of African 
10 
Ibid., p. 1)6). 
11 
Ibid., p. 1)66. 
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suicide to be anomie in that it is COllllllitted by people who are not ada-
quately integrated with social institutions. 
SUill!!!!1"f 
The U terature on suicide among prild ti ve peoples is sparse and un-
substantial. Zilboorg•a stud7 is highl7 speculative and he offers Uttle 
reliable evidence to support h.i..s theories. Bohanon offers a rather 
superficial description of suicide in Atrican tribes which sheds little 
light on the nature of suicide UIOng primi ti Te peoples. 
'fhough Durkheia's study is the oldeat of those included here, it is 
by no m.eans out-dated. It is unfortunate that there is inaufficient data 
to define possible states ot anoad.e, altl"u:ism and egoism in the societies 
in the saple and their relation to suicide. 
Cavan•a brief discussion ot suicide among primitive people ia per-
haps the least schol.arl7 part of her study. Neither her claim that there 
is little personal suicide UlODg these people nor her explanation tor it 
are substantiated. The most impressive part ot her study is her discua-
aion of the relationship between a aoci.tr~J''s attitudes toward suicide and 
the rate ot auieide. It would haYe been ot interest to test her theories 
in this study had autticient data been available. 
The mat releYant theories tor this study are thoee which stem trOll 
the PSJChoa:n&lytic school ot tbought. The common denominator in all these 
studies is the concept of aggression intended for someone else being 
turned against the self. They theorise that guilt blocks the direct ex-
pression of aggression and causes it to ricochet back upon the self. 
Henry and Short depart slightly troa psychoanalytic theory by asserting 
that aggresaion turns inward when ita outward expression would tend to 
threaten the fiow of nurturance and love. Herbert Hen din's study of 
Danish suicide is of particular interest because ot the high rate ot sui-
cide in that country. He suggests that the lack of outlets tor aggres-
sion in that society and the encouragement of dependency in Danish chil-
dren are factors which may explain Denmark's high rate of suicide. 
The psychoanalytic theories of suicide will be dealt with more fully 
in Chapter IV of this study. The data which have been collected for the 
societies included in this study make it possible to test some hypotheses 
drawn from psychoanalytic theory and afford an opportunity to determine 
the universal applicability of theories drawn from observations and 
studies of highly ci'ri.lized western societies. 
lS 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF SUICIDE II 2.3 PRELITERATE SOCIETIES 
Geoaraphic Distribution of Sample 
!be 2.3 societies included in the sample are located in many different 
parts of the world and represent wideq divergent cultures. In Table 1, 
page 17, the tribes are listed by culture arells. The term culture area is 
used here to define a particular geographical location. 
Motives and CireUIIStances 
Ethnograpnic reports on each or the societies in the sample yield dif-
ferent kinds or data about suicide. In some cues, a general description 
of suicide ot a partJ.cular society is offered; in othera, reference is 
JtAde to specific suicides. An attempt bas been made in this section to 
categorise the data and to describe what is known about the l'llOti ves for 
sulcide and the circ'UIUt.an.ces under vhi.ch suicide takes place. 
The motives for suicide, as ascribed b7 survivors, cover a broad 
range Utong the primi t1 ve societies included in the sample. The causes or 
suicide have been divided into tour 'll!ajor categories; (FEAR, DEPRIVATION, 
GUILT and SBAME) • J'EAJl is ued here to describe those suicides for which 
aurv1 vors aav the Jl&in motive to be the tear or facing the inert table and 
painful consequences of a situation. DEPRIVATION refers to those suicides 
which appear to be cOJmlitted in response to the loss or an important per-
son in the individual's lite. The categor;y labelled GUILT, includes thoee 
suicides which see11.8d. to be Motivated by the individual's reaction to hav-
ing committed a crime or by his wish to punish a survivor. 
The inclusion ot suicide in responae to the wish to punish a survivor 
Culture Area 
Africa 
TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF TRIBES IN SAMPLE 
Tribe 
Ashanti 
Asande 
Chagga 
Thong a 
•••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Arctic Asia 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Arctic North America 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Eastern Indonesia 
• • • • • • • • • • 
Indian Ocean 
Ainu 
• • • • • 
Copper Eskimo 
• 
Alorese 
• • • • • • 
And&manese 
Tanala 
• • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Micronesia Marshalleae 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
New Quina Wogeo 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
lorth A.•erica Comanche 
Nanho 
Papago 
Sanpoil 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Northern Africa Rwala 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Northam India Lepcha 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Pbilli~nea and Formosa 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • p:':i~. 
Western Indonesia Ball 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • • 
Western Melanesia Trobrianders 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
. . . . . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Western Polynesia Marques ana 
Pukapuka.ne 
'Hkopia 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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as a guilt suicide is baaed on psychoanalytic theory. This theory states 
that feelings of guilt are responsible for blocking the direct expression 
of aggression and causing it to richchet back upon the self. Thus, the 
person who wishes to punish someone else and punishes himself instead is 
acting out of gail t. 
Shame seems to be a prominent factor in the suicides of pri!litive 
peoples. In suicides categorised under SHAME, the individual's self-
destruction follows upon the expected or actual disapproval of his wrong-
doing or failure by other members of the society. It differs from the 
pilt suicides in which the individual responds direct.ly to his own wrong-
doing rather than to the disapproval of others. 
In Table 2. each of the four ll&jor categories has been divided into 
sUb-categories which indicate the speoitio circumstance which precipitated 
the suicide. Suicides in response to illneas (including •ental illness), 
old age, expectation of seTere punishment, and unbearable circumstances 
are considered here to be suicides mot! vated b7 fear. As indicated in the 
table, suicide is said to be committed in five of these societies because 
ot Ph1sical or mental illness. For only one of these societies, illness 
is the only reason for which suicide is colllld.tted., Illustrating suicide 
as a response to illness is the report ot a Chagga chieftain named I vi te. 
This man suffered from a skin disease which caused unbearable pains all 
over his bod)". One day he asked hie 11en whether it was bett.er to die or 
to scratch oneself for the rest ot one' e life. They answered that it was 
1 
best to die and he co.t t.ted suicide b7 jUliPing int.o a pond. 
1 
Bruno Gutann, "Das Recht. der Dechagga". /Jhagga L!!J p. 468. 
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In tour ot the tribes, old age is a reason for suicide. One of the 
eases ot suicide reported by the Papago was that of an elderlY' individual 
who feared being a burden in his old age. Though suicide is rare, such a 
2 
tear is considered to be tJPically Papago. 
In five tribes, suicide is committed to avoid severe punishment ex-
pected because of a crime the person bad ca.itted. It often happens that 
a Rwala girl beco•s pregnant out of wedlock. Her relatives will tr,y to 
help her abort, eTen at the risk or her haal.th, and should this tail, the 
girl will plead with her lover to mar17 her at once. In the event of a 
retuaal, suicide is a coWilOn response. It the pregnancy or the girl were 
to be discovered by her father or brother, she would be coaxed outside of 
the cur.r> by hill, then killed; her body deoi•ted and buried. 3 To all tift 
societies in which tear ot ~shment is cause for suicide, the punish-
JHftta tend to be equally senre. 
Only two societies are included in the sub-category of suicide due to 
unbearable circumstances and typical of this group are those Tikopians who 
cosd:t suicide in tilft8a ot ttllline. In such times, many Tikopians have been 
known to go out to sea 1a canoes, a coBilOn Jllethod of suicide among then 
people, to die quickly in the .ocean rather than face a slow, linpring 
death by starvation. k 
Under the second major category of IEPRIVATION, suicides in response 
2 
Ruth M. UDderhiU, Social Organisation of the Fapa.go Indians, p. 198. 
3
.tlois Musil, The Manners and Customs ot the Rwala Bedouins, p. 240. 
~ • I. R. Ri Tel'S, The Hiato:z ot Melanesian Soeie:z, p. .)46. 
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to the death of a relative or a master or aistress are included. In tour 
tribes, suicide has been committed because of the death or a spouse or 
other relative and in one tribe, because or the death of a master or mis-
tress. Among the Ainu, it was reported that Yaimah 'a husband died and she 
promptly swallowed poison and laid down beeide her dead huband. It was 
her beliet that she would join her huband in a better world where they 
would both find eternal baJ>Piness. S In Bali, this is a highl;r insti tu-
tionalised form of suicide known as suttee. B;r custom, several ot the 
widows of a prince are expected to dress themselves in their tiner;r and 
6 join th¥r dead husbands on his funeral pyre. Among the !ahanti, suicide 
to join a beloved muter or mistress 111n the land or the spirits" is high-
ly approved. 7 
The first sub-category, included Ullder GUILT is that of suicide COJB-
Ili tted to pulli.sh suni vors. There is evidence that this occurs in three ot 
the societies. Suicide tor this reason is COIIllonly practiced &1llOD.g the 
Tro'brianden who kill theuelvea by olblbing a tree and jumping ott if some 
8 per8011 ot near kindred has of'tended that. 
Suicides following an act ot aa~ression towards a parent are also con-
sidered guilt suicides and there are two societies in which this kind of 
5
.rohn Batchelor, Ainu Lite and Lore: Echoes of a Del!!t!!J Ract•• 
P• 1&46. 
6Mtguel Can.rrubiu, leland of Bali, P• 1)9. 
7 R. s. Rattray, J.ahanti taw and Constitution, p. 299. 
8 
Bronislaw Malinowski, Cr:lme and Cutom in Savae Societz, p. 96. 
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' 
suicide takes place. In Tikopia, the son who strikes his father or who is 
openly &ngl7 with his father is expected to take a canoe and go out to 
9 
sea--the favorite method of male suicide among these people. In tour 
societies, suicide is known to occur following a crime including the viola-
tion ot tribal taboos. Those Cbagga WOlllen who become pregnant within the 
10 
· three -rear period proscribed by custom, often take their own 11 vea. 
Under the fourth major categor)" of shalte, suicides have been divided 
in :ti ve sub-categories. The first ot these is suicide following failure 
. in battle. Two tribes tall into this category. Among the Asbanti, it is 
considered honorable and praiseworthy for an Ashanti captain to kill him-
U 
self rather than come home to tell of a defeat in battle. Suicide is 
said to occur because of failure in sports in only one of the tribes. A 
Tikopian youth had entered a dart match ae a nonce and tailed to score. 
According to the reports, he vas so disgraced that on that same day he 
12 
aecreU,- wnt out to sea in a small canoe during a severe etona. 
Rejection, the third aub-categoey under SHAME, is one of the causes 
· of suicide in tour of the societies and specifically refers to rejection 
. in love relationships. Though rejection in love relationships brings 
• about a loss, suicide for this reason seeu more appropriately categorized 
9Ra,mond Firth, We, The Tikopi!, p. 177. 
10 0. F. Raum, Chagga Childhood, P• 88. 
u Rattray, Of• cit., p. 299. 
12 
Ra111ond Firth, "A Dart Match in Tikopia," Oceania, vol. I, No. 1, 
p. 90. 
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under SHAME than tmder DEPRIVATION. The reason for this is that de scrip-
-----
tiona of this kind or suicide sugges1i that it is a response to the hu-
miliation and lou of face rather than to the actual loss. 't'1Pical of 
13 
this group are certain suicides of Marqueean males. Marque san girls 
would often be very cruel to their lovers. They would lead them on and 
then publicl7 rebutt them. Frequent17, these rejected males would cO!IIT'Iit 
suicide. Failure in aarriage is said to be a cause of suicide in three 
of t.be societies. Illustrating this group are those Thonga wi vas who eoa-
ld.t suicide it their husbands show preference for one of their other 
14 
vi vas. The latrt aub-categoey under SBAMB is that of public censure. 
Eleven of the tr1bu tall into this ll"OliP• In Lepeha, six cases of suicide 
were reported to have taken place i...U.ately' following a public reproof. 
One of than was that. of a young cirl vbo drowned herself after her parents 
lS 
and her uncle repi'O'Yed her because of 1\er lasiness and promiscuit:r. Also, 
typ1cal of this group is the Balinese child who waa shamed by his teacher 
tor not wearing a shirt.. He felt. so thoroughl7 disgraced that he hanged 
hiuelf'.l.6 
It will be noted in the t.able which follows that there is no I for 
either the Anda118J'la or the Wogeo. Alloag the Andamans, suicide is unknown; 
&lllOng tbe Wogeo, suicide threats are aoatimes made by WOJten, but there is 
no indication that suicide takes place. These tribes are in the sample 
13 
Ralph Linton, 8 Marquesan Culture,• pp. 174-5. 
lb 
H. A. Junod, The LU'e of A South African Tribe, p. 289. 
15 
Geottre7 Gorer, !!!!l!J'!!l Villae, p. 269. 
16 Covarrubias, !P• cit., p. 395. 
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and are included in a later part or the stw:ty vbich is designed to test 
certain hJpotheaea which •7 explain differences between high and low 
l suicide 8001et1es. 
In !able 2, a:n. X is not an indication of frequency but only indicates 
tbat nicide is said to oeour ia a pantaular society tor the reason stated 
at the top ot 1ibe 001.\aD-
.laoD& ~sa sooiet1u sbaae appears t.o De tbe pred•inmt aot1nt1Dc 
taowr behind autoide. ror tour\Ma ot \he sOOie\ies in the suple there 
is e'ridenoe that s'Uioide is oo.itted tor one or •u• ot the ctro.naao.a 
that have beea oateaortud lJilder .u.. the eategory ot tear inoltadee the 
aext larcest n'UIIber of societies and ._table indioatee that in eleYen 
sooteUee tld.s is a •tift tor nioicle,. Ia seva ot the societies, suic1dit 
is at.Vibuted to pilt &ftd 1D OD17 tift •oieties is it att-ributed to de· 
pri:taUcm. 
!ho\llh 'he diaVib.Uoa ot the .-ple is not nch to allow a detailed 
stuq ot similar! ties ancl dittern.oes in .Uvea ascribed to suicide in 
ditfel"ftt culture areas, ~is aoae ngution of ditterences betweea 
the Urioaa, •rth .laerioan ad We•-- Pol.Jaeaiu. societies. Though all 
tow categories &N npnsenW DOIII the tour UrioaD tribes the table 
naeats \U.t suicides tor I'M801l8 ot pUt aad llbaae predOIIinat.e. .&:ao:nc 
\be tour Iadiaa tribes of lortb AMri.ca tear and shaae are the precloaiaant 
aotifts tor suicide, though aaaia aU fou.r categories are represen\84. In 
t.he thne Westem Pol.JD•ian tribes, ~ is no e'Yidence of suicide in 
ruponae to depl"intion and cml7 fl.kopiau o..t t suicide for rea1011 of 
tear. Quilt and sbaae are .,.u .... tor suicide in all three societies in 
'Ud.s oul ture area. It aeeu possible that the societies vi thin each cu1 tve 
2) 


bW.l.eta 1 a third Iadian '\r.I.M vhue HD ue arrows, and also includea 
tAao• .lsbaa.ti captairul who aeat·· .. ~._el.,.• ··on i.&;ni ted kegs of IUD powder 
.. .. 2G 
ratbar 1ilwa tace ., .. ._ :ill ..... tle. . --~ ,. mdence tba\ 1llpa1.emat ia 
a •• Of euitd.dtt tor tine •~••· fJpieal. ot tbia arovp are tho• 
SaapoU WG1I8D vbQ OClllilli~ auioict. ·bJ" t.-tltaa .. torivd oa ... a&an W!)sa 
•I U..U' MIPDC •Uelcw• 
fte ~ ~ .t.he· ·.onlJ ~ taol:acted under the oatacor7 ot 
niotde lJ7 Miq blll"i., aU w. · !M literatae indieatu ~t at~ tribal 
ut.t.l•• 141ta_..· Wtul;lT coat.\ nS.oicte 'b7 baYing reJ.au ...... ~..,. t.Ma 
a.. . . . 
alift. OM tribe, I&U, 1e iD8lwllcl edeJI euic1&8 b7 ln11'1d.q Mel W.. 
nten to \lle ~-• ot prtnaea, 'llbo1 ill praoticiag auttee, would ~ap at.o 
1lrhe tuaeral ~ ot their dead "-Hacla Dtt ·be burned aliw. 12 
Cle&rltt _. et the •t!t.odtl lieted ~ uw aa el ... t ot mlence. 
fto• nt.e1dea tl)a\ oeeur. in ~ a\er aa4 the h.kapukaa aetaod of beifc 
{' . ~ 
bvietl al.iw, aetba \o be 1lOl"e pe.adft Miihocle ot auic1de in wtdoh \he ia-
fidchlal -~ 11•• ld.aae1t ftW w .- other toree or penoa to 
be Jd.llecl ra'iber 'thaa •••'17 ltelDI \e\all.J' J'e8POD8ible tor t.aldq ld.a 
... Ute. 
Ill \Jane ot trua aooie'U.ea, ~ 1e Worma\1.011 to iadioate '\hat 
oerta:l.a •t.bHa ot nioi.de. are praeU.oe4 oDly by voaea and others, only b7 
10aat.\ra7, !2· . 01~·· ,. 291· 
~.t BeacJ.eholcl ad Pearl Jteaalehold. "Ethnolou or PukapUka, • 
i.D Bemioe P. '!!boP Ma.._ b}le'U.a }$1, p. 17). . . 
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men. .As mentioned above, 'likopian men often commit suicide by taking 
canoe vo,ages whereas women choose to swim out to sea which provides a 
speedier end. SanpoU •n oOJIIIlit. suioide b7 shooting an arrow into the 
air and rumdnr; under it, vhile 11011en in that aociet;r coait suicide b7 
23 
bmliDi or b;r i'alliq upon their di.uiDI sticks. Marquesana cOJ'IJIId. t 
ald.cide by clillltd.Jll a tall cocoamat. Vee and diri.nc ott head tirat.. 
WouD 1d.ll tbeuelwa ei'\ber by eaUDa poiaonoua fruit in a .aacred place 
2h' 
tollovinc a certain ritual or b7 hanciac. In all ~bree societies for 
vbich there is e't'idanoe ot diatinctioa b,iltwen aa1e and teale ae\hods ot 
suicide, the .ale auio1des have aD elaell~ of bra'ftdo. It is a little 
l1lra Rueian io'tllet.w iD that \here 18 80118 chance that the auic1de at-
"-tpt. will not be auocnaM. ID oeaVa8t to this, the aethods used b7 
females are a\\Z'e and 1laediate. 
For snen ot the t.ribes ir1 the aaple 1 there are data available con-
oel'Ding the aooiety'e attitude towarda suicide in specific circustances. 
S1:z ot \heae £iva approftl 'to euioide u tbe appropriate and a011at1mes ex-
pected reapoaae to certaill situations. aona the Aahanti, suicide is ap-
proftd ot ia reapoue to the lou ot a auter or 11118treas or to the lose ot 
d1pit.7, but is recarded u a aiD pt.Ud.ebable b7 decapitation ot t.b.e corpse 
aad a dishonorable burial it suioidft ia ooamitted to avoid p'lmishtlent ot 
a oriae. Onl7 oae of these seven tribes, the Navaho, disapproTea of sui-
c1de ill all circl88tancee. 
23
vem.e r. Ra71 The SanJ?!il ad .. f!lea, P• 149. 
2h Linton, OJ!• cit., pp. 174-17S. 
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TABLE 3 
HETHOflS OF SUICIDJ<~ 
- -----···--.... _ .. ___________________ -- ·-
- -
- ~-- ----·------------..._.---··-~----
* 
ilU,;.N- jf..!-!0- BT:JH- D'i.I?ALE- JUVP- ;.;~Fi~X!T- ~·~b.T ...,r, iC!SCl\' 
TRrn:;:s nra ING ING MOO INU ING nFA'fHS 
ALII/E. OFF 
HIGH 
PUCE 
Ami'NTI X 'X X 
• • 
AZA'I\lDE r X 
• • • 
CHAGGA X X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
AT~U ,. 
• • • • • • 
COP~..rr"ft l~SKTI'"O X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
MAl tSHA Li k.S E.. X X 
. . . . . . 
• 
0\Ji'l,.ji.NChl~ X X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
NAV'A.HO X X X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SANPOI.L X X X 
• • • • • • • • 
L.til)CH.tt.. X X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
BALI X X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
TROBRIANDERS X 1 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
M.ARQUESANS X X X 
• • • • • 
PUKAPUKANS X 
• • • • • • • 
'riKOPIANS X X I 
• • • 
* ill.ght of t:ne Tribes in the sample are not included in this 'l'able 
hecauae there is either no suicide or no indication or methods used. 
l'tU3E 
ASHANTI 
• • . . • . 
BAJ .. I 
• • • . . . 
Cl:iAGGA 
• • • • • • 
N.AVP.HO 
TABLE 4 
A.t'TTTt!T'ES 1'0'<-.iAfi.D SriCIDE rN SF: CTt IC C:' <Cml.t~'l'A NCI:S 
. • 
• . 
. • 
APPi:WV~D t !SAP P:W lllW 
·---·-----------------------·-----
1. Following death ot 1. Suicide to avoid 
consequences of a 
wrong doed is con-
sidered a capital 
sin 
2. 
3. 
. 
1. 
2. 
• 
1. 
2. 
• 
beloved master or mistress 
'lo avoid derision 
'1 o avoi.d surrender or 
defeat in battle 
Widow suttee 
J.O save i'ace 
• • • • 1(11 • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
To avoid suffering from skin 
disease considered evil 
In response to being ostracized 
by society following a murder 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1. Suicide for any rea-
son is mo1erately 
condeMned beca1me 
the eoei.ety feels one 
should not shorten 
one's life and thus 
avoid its responsi-
bilities. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
rli'KA.HJKANS 1. Forced by tribal members or an 
individual after violating ta-
boos of visiting sacred place 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . . 
TIKOPIA 
1. Illegitimate ;>regnancy 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1. Aggression towards a parent 
2. Forced Ul')on girl who rejects 
man of a chiefly house 
:J. !i'orced upon a girl whom a 
chief' desires but is not a virgin 
Ll. Certain chiefly females remain 
unmarried and end their 11 ves in 
old age by suicide. 
-------------- ·----
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:•nfort1matel7, the data on the frequency of su1.cide in the societies 
included in the sample is extre!llely lUd ted. Th€· on1y society for which 
there is an a.ecurate estimat~ of the rate of suicide is Tikopia. Raymond 
Firth, whose ettmographic data on Tikopia are used in this study, studied 
these people in 1929 and again in 1951. qe comparP.d the na...,~s on the c~!l-
sus he took at each or these timea, and inquired into the ca1J:<>e or death 
of every person whose name appeared in the 1929 census and who was not ac-
counted for in 195t). He estimates that the a...·mua.l rate o! 31.:.i.cide for t'le 
2S 
period was • e P•~r 1, 500 persons. For com-oa.rati ve :Jurposes, this wculd 
be 5.3 suicides per 100,000 persons. The Tlanish eui.cide rate for 196o was 
estimated at 22 per 1001 001) and 'f';emnark sui..cic'e rate is twice that or the 
United States and England, and it is higher than any other ~~urop€an coun-
tryJ 
In Table 5, seven societies are categorized unfer high s,i.ci~e an<"1 
seven societiee. under low suicide. Though there are no exact figures for 
euicicle in thirteen of t..~ese societies, they are ca.tegorhed on the basis 
of the statements or ethnog-raphers. 
In the ab9ence of specific informati;)n, the !!!inima.l criterion for in-
eluding a soci~'ty in either the low suicide or high suicide group, wa.s a 
specific stateT16nt by the ethnographer that suicide was rare or that sui-
cide was a frequent occurrence. In the high suicide group, the author has 
least confidence in the inclusion of the Sa.npoil tribe. ~thno(,raphic re-
ports indicate that the rate of suicide ~~ong :.anpoil w~en is high, but 
the rate of s1_;icide aTltOng Sa..npeil '!'!ten is not clearly established. All the 
low suicide societies are included in that group with reasonable confidence. 
2SFirth, "Suicide and Risk-Taking in Tikopian Society," op.cit., p.l2. 
26aendin1 op. cit., p. 447. 
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!U.gh Suicide 
Societies 
Bali 
Comanche 
tepc.b.a 
MarqWJsans 
SanpoU 
Tikopians 
'!'robria.nders 
TABLE S 
THE l'~rtEQUJo21CI OF SUICIT>E 
Low Suicide 
Societies 
Alorese 
Andam.anese 
A zan de 
Copper F~sldmo 
Ifugao 
Tanala 
·.vogeo 
--------------------------·---
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s~ 
In this chapter, suicide in t-w~!!ty-t'h:r':!e ?r~-li t~ra"Le socicti '!S has 
been described. 'fhe twenty-three societies i~ t.he sample >·mrrs 3 110w-n "to 
be distributed among fourteen different culture areas of tY1e rF~:rld. ..,.n 
t110 of t.h13se societies there was no evirle""!ce of any suicide. 
The causeE; of suicide were divided into four --n,ajor categories; F'-"\R, 
DEPtl.IVATION, Gll1I.T, and SHAt·~E. gach of these categcries were tl-ten divided 
into sub-categories which referred to the s~eclfic circumstances in which 
the suicide wu: said to have occurred. Shame was shown to be the r1'lC"Jt 
cw.r.;on r..oti ve .for suicide. 
For the eleven societies for which rlata "rere available reLarding the 
methods of suioide1 hanging was the predominant method of suicide. Data 
for three of these societies showed a difference :i.n the methods of Malee 
and females. In the male forms of suicirle there tended to be some E'!lene:'!t 
or chance that the suicide attempt might not succeed. In the female 
methods or suicide, death was certain. 
The attitude towards suicide was known for seven societ~l.es. Five cf 
these societies approve of suicide; a sixth society, the '~shenti., ap...,roves 
or suicide for reasons of shame and deprivation, but disapproves of and 
punishes post-h·!lmously those suicides which occur for reas,.,ns of yui l t. 
Only t..l:le riavaho disapprove of suicide for any reason. 
Finally, in this chapter, attention was paid to the frequency of sui-
cide in these societies. With the available data it was ~ssible to form 
a group of seven high suicide societies am~ a , roup of seven low suicide 
societies. 
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CHAPTER IV 
TESTING OF HYPOTHESES CONCERNING THE FREQUENCY OF SUICIDE 
It is the purpose of \his chapter to teat certain hypotheses that 
may accollftt for differences in the rates of suicide in different societies. 
Several theories have been offered in the literature to explain a high rate 
ot suicide in a particular society and using these theories, I shall at-
taapt to set up hypotheses which can be t.ested w1 th the data that are 
available in an effort to dett:~ne whether these theories apply to other 
societies. 
Deraark is a co\Ultey which is of particular interest to the student of 
suicide, in tbat i'WI rate of suicide hu consistently been one of the high-
eat in Western societies. Herbert Hand1n, an American ps;yohiatrist, studied 
the problem of suicide in Demlark and suaested a relationship between cer-
tain child rearing practices and the high rate of suicide in that country. 
Be felt that there were two specific factors in the child-rearing process 
which led to the Dane's propensity for seeing suicide as a solution to his 
lite probleu. 
First, he considered the issue of aggression and how it is handled 
aaong the Duish people. He observed that the Danish child is not permit-
ted the degree or aggreseiftneas toward his parents that is tolerated in 
.A.Mrica, and that, in general, the direct. expression of aggression is high-
ly controlled. 
Second, he discussed the issue of de-pendency and states that the 
Danish child is encouraged to be tar 110re dependent than the twical Alleri-
can child. 
.3.3 
' He concludes that the combination of these two factors, the strict 
control over aggression and the encouragement or a high degree of de-
pendency, may explain I'ltmmark•s high rate ot suicide. 
In order to test a hypothesis based on Hendin's theories regarding 
Denmark's high suicide rate, it is necessary to tind some way to measure 
the degree of dependency which is encouraged and the extent to which ag-
gression is controlled in each of the fourteen societies in the sample 
tor which there are data about the rate or suicide. It is possible to 
fol'll'Ulate a hypothesis which can be tested from the cron-cultural data 
ada available by Whiting and Child's stud,-, Child Training and Peraon-
1 
ality. In their stuey, the authors haTe exained the child rearing 
practices in 7S priJJdtiYe societies. Using concepts drawn trom ps;rcho-
analytic theory and general bebanor theo17, the,- have dealt with f1 ve 
systems or behaVior--oral. anal, sexual, dependence and. aggression. Each 
s711te• hu been analysed in tel'liS ot condi tiona which should produce 
imtial satisfaction in 'V'aeying degre .. , the age at which socialisation 
begins, and the child rearing techn1quee which should produce socialisa-
tion amd.ety in V&r71ng degrees. Each aooiet7 was rated in terms of 
the 1m tial satisfaction potential of each f118t8m ot behaVior and in 
tel'll8 ot the aocialisation anxiet,- ot each 8)'8tem of behanor. 
for purposes ot llMsuring the eacowageaent ot a high degree ot de-
pendence and strict control ot aggression, it would seem 110st reasonable 
1 
Whiting and Child., !2• cit., PP• 341-34.3. 
to use ~"biting and Child's ratings tor the initial satisfaction potential 
ot dependence and the ratings for the socialization anxiety of aggression. 
The ratings for dependence satisfaction potential are based on the length 
of time the child's initial tendencies to be dependent are allowed, the 
freedOil with which he is permitted to engage in dependent behavior, the en-
courageaent of dependent 'behavior and the presence of dependent behavior 
2 
in times of stress. With regard to measuring the strict control ot ag-
gression, the ratings for the socialization anxiety of aggression seem to 
be the best available measure, These ratings were based on the tour fol-
lowing factors s brevity of the transition period tor indulgence of ag-
gressive behavior to the complete acceptance of the society's requirements 
regarding aggressive behavior, the severity of the punishments for aggres-
sift behartor, the frequency of punishment, and the severity of eontlict 
3 produced in the child by the socialisation ot aggression. Therefore, it 
u:r be asaU118d on the basis of these ratings that if aggression socializa-
tion amtiety is low, the society is more tolerant of aggressive behavior. 
Sillilarly, if dependence satisfaction potential is high, the society may 
be said to encourage dependent behavior. 
To test Hendin's conclusions, it is possible to formulate the follow-
ing hJpothesia c if dependence satisfaction potential is high and aggres-
sion socialization anxiety is high, then the rate of suicide in that so-
ciety vill be high. In 'l'able 6 the pertinent data to test this hypothesis 
ia preaeate4. 
2 Ibid., pp. so-ss. 
)Ibid.. pp. 91-102. 
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'l'ABLB 6 
THI RELATION BETWEEN THE SA'l'ISF.lCTIOB POTEHTIAL OF DEPENDENCE 
AND THE 
SOCIALIZATION ANXIETY OF AGGRESSION AND THE RA.TE OF SUICIDE 
Low Dependency 
Satisfaction 
Aggression 
Low Anxiety High Anxiety 
Bali 
Marques ana 
Tikopiana 
Lepcha 
Aggression 
High Dependency 
Satisfaction 
Low .lnriety High Amd.et;r 
COUnche 
'l'robrianders 
Sanpoil 
High Suicide:. Societies 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Aloreae .lndaaanese Azande 
Itugao 
Wogeo 
Low Suicide Societies 
It is clear that the h1J)Otheaia is not confirmed. There emerges no 
significant difference between the hi&h and low suicide groups in regard 
to the initial satisfaction of dependenc7 and the soat.alization ot ag-
gression wit.h the exception that none of the low suicide societies falls 
into the categor,v of low dependence satisfaction with low aggression 80-
cialization anxiety, while three of the high suicide societies are in 
this category. If the hJpotbesis were to be confirmed, it would be ex-
pect.ec! that that combination ot factors would be present for low suicide 
societies and not for high suicide societies. 
There are three factors which might explain why' this hypothesis wu 
not contirMd. First, is the tact that dependence satisfaction potential 
.. r 
is only an indirect measure of' the depende"'lcy that Hendin speaks of in 
characterizing the Danish people. Though it was felt that it was reason-
able to measure dependency in this n.y, and was the only available wq to 
do eo, it is very possible that it is inaccurate. The second consideration 
ia that Hendin refers to the arousal of guilt as a technique or discipline 
and a way of controlling aggression. It is possible that the control of 
aggression is not the most pertinent factor but rather the technique em-
ployed to do so. 
Third, it is perhaps more pertinent to test Hendin's theories in 
another way. It was noted in Chapter III that in different societies, 
suicide occurs for different reasons in response to certain situations. 
With Hendin 's emphasis on dependency as a factor in Danish suicide, it 
would seem that suicide in that society would be motivated by deprivation 
and would occur in response to a loss. U Hen din 1s theories are correct 
one might expect to find suicides motivated by deprivation in those soci&* 
ties in which dependency is encouraged. Therefore, it may be more meaning-
ful to apply Hendin's theory to only those societies i.n which deprivation 
is a motive for suicide and to test the following hypothesis: i.f depen-
dency satisfaction potential is high in a society, suicide motivated by 
deprivation should be present. The data are presented in Table 7. 
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T')eryrtvation 
suicide 
pr9sent 
Depr1 va t.i on 
su1.c1(1e 
absent 
TAHLB 7 
THE RELAT .ON Br•:TWr.:EN Hl(;rl Oi':PF'NDE~~CE 
SATIS:•'AC'.riON f()'f:~N1'IAL A"fll STiiGr1JE, 11: _.,~ ... ShJNsr, 
TO 'PE:PH.TVA'HON 
11ependency Sat.isfaction Potential 
T.Oli 
Atnu 
.t\shanti 
d~li 
T.er>cha 
Alorese 
Ifu..,ao 
Harquesa.ns 
:rarshallese 
Rwala 
Thong a 
Tikopia 
High 
~ravaho 
Annamanese 
Ghagga 
Comanc~to 
Copper .;,skimo 
Papa go 
Pu kapu 1<EvH:; 
Sanpoil 
Tan ala 
1 robr:Land(;rG 
·~ogeo 
•rnis ny::Jothesia is not conr.:.rnted, and the table indi.cat.es :: .. 1e reve.cse 
of what was exp·ected. The data suggel!lt that suicide in responz3e t,;) cie;>ri-
vation is less likely to occ1Jr where cnildren are nl..;,h.Ly . ,•rtt:tl:'E(: l.n inf.hl:.cy. 
The psychoanalytic theories e;nf)rl&Size tae impo.t·tance of ~Ts.i.lt as d. 
.factor i.n suicide. The de·"an<is a.nt:i expect.at.inns ::>f t:1.c pat·er· !;s 1.1.:::. incor-
pora.ted by the enild in the form of the super-ego "~o.htch serves, in part, to 
deny the expression of aggressi.on towards objects wr.o ~'re toti• l;:; \T::;d and 
hated. 'l'he 1nd1•fidual feels guilty for his aggressi •e wi.shes to~,;arda the 
object of his a·'!lbi valent feelings and under pressure from c.. ~vni t~ ve BUDf-r-
outward e.x:press.ion of t!lE<sc feelinr:.s. 
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at:nry and ::·no.rt, in their book Homicide and .StE-cide, discuss several 
studies which support the theory that a rigid super-ego, and its accom-
panytng hitt;h guilt, leads to the inhibition of outwardly ex~ressed ag-
gression. It follows, therefore, that high suicide societies ~~ght also 
be high guilt societies. Again using tr..a ~'i1litint: and Child study, it is 
possible to fonrtulate a hypothesis which would test a relationship be-
tween high guil1; and a hi;;;h rate of' suicide. 'the &'!lthors have viewed the 
tendency for thE1 self to assume responsibility for illness as a measure of 
guilt in a sociE~ty. They make the assumption that a society in 1~-hich ill-
ness is attribu1~ed pr .... marily to the actions of' the oatient will be one in 
which people lfh<) are sick f~el guilty. On the basis of this assumption, 
the following hypothesis is formt1lated: in those societies in ·;-rhich 
patient responsibility for illness is high, the rate or su.icit'!e will be 
high. Table 8 presents the pertinent data for those nine societies for 
which ratin ..... s were available. 
TABL~~ 8 
==============:===~======================================·-~·-==-=====·==== ---· 
Societies be,low the median in 
patient resnonsibility 
iligh 
Suicide 
Low 
Suicide 
Comanche 
l'robr:i.anders 
~.'anola 
::atreo 
sociatiec abov~:; the ntGciian in 
uatient rc sYJor.sibi l i i,y 
l..epohet 
!"1 nrcm~ sa'"! s 
Tikopia 
,;i.lorese 
Azs.n~e 
---·-------
The hypothesis is clearly not confirmed by the data. 'l'M sample is, 
of course, Vt">;r:r small and S{!'ai.n, what is u~ed here as a measUTn of guilt 
is scmething t.:wt is indirect and possibly inaccurate. 
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Whitin~ and ~hild suggest an alternative measure of guilt in a so-
ciety which would allow for a slightly larger sample. They ar:;ue that se-
vere punishrn~?;nt is responsible for the restraint of socially disapproved 
behavior and co::1tributes to the d.evelopment of guilt feelings. 'l'heir 
data show that societies w~th a high average socialization anxiety tend 
to be hii;her on the index of guilt. 'rhus to test., in another way, the re-
lation between high guilt societies and high suicide societies, the fol-
lowing hypothe~ls can be formulated: if socialization ar~iety is high in 
a society, then suicide will be high. The data to c.est this hypothesis 
are shown in Ta'ole 9. 
TABLE 9 
Societies below the median 
in socialization anxiety 
-----·--·----
High 
Suicide 
Societies 
Bali 
t.epocha 
:Marquesans 
Tikopians 
i'robrianders 
Societies above the median 
in socialization anxiety 
Sanpoil 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Low 
Suicide 
Societies 
iologeo 
-----------------------------------------
Alorese 
A zan de 
Tanala 
·------------
According to the cata presented here, there ie a strong relationship 
between low socialization aP.xiety and high suicice, and usin?. '•1'hiting and 
Chilr 's assllm.ption tha.t srycialization an:rlety is positively correlated 
with high guilt, the data suggest that the high suicide societies are low 
guilt societies. This aeems contrary to what 1\'0uld be expected, but there 
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is perhaps an explanation for these findings. 
i'\'hile it seems logical that socialization anxiety has some bearinr.; on 
the internalization of standards and controls ( super-et:o format.ion) ann the 
concomitant guilt that accom'9anies violation of these standards and con-
trols, it is more directly a measure of f~1stratton ineurre~ in the sociali-
zation process. Since frustration incurred in the socialization process 
:Ln t.he high auicide &ocietiee tends to be lower than in low s:Jic Lne ~o­
cieties, it se•ms plausible that during the process of growing up the 
typical member of these high suicide societies acquires less toler:l'1Ce for 
frustration. I·t follows that when the ability to tolerate frustration is 
not adequately mastered in childhood, the inevitable frustration of adult 
life will be met. with greater difficulty, and in some cases may lead to 
suicide. 
This argument raises the question of why frustration would lead to 
suicide rather than to a more direct expression of af~gres sl on. ~ t' rhaps, 
an explanation lies in the fact that shame was 5ee'!'l to !':'e a Dromln~rt mo-
tive for suicidE! in six of the seven high suicice societies, rather than 
guilt. In Chap1ier IH, shame suicides were deftned as those suict.rles 
which foll<'w Ul')Cin the expected or aetual response to the- ir"~r1i. viotJal' s 
wrong-<ioing or failure by other 'll'lel"'bers of the society. tt Wlls ~ai~ to 
differ fro., f'Uilt suicideB in whieh t.be inrividual respon0s di r€'ctly tc 
his own wrong-doing. In guilt sui.c1.des, one would ex"Oect a relationship 
between high gui.lt and high tmicide; in shame suicides, it is perhane 
necessary to see'k a different explanation. 
Tf high socialization anxiety is positively related to hit;h euilt, 
and thus a seTere super-ego, the low soctalization anxiety may indicate 
inadequate super-ego formation. If the socializat.i.on process is marked by 
lenienc7 and if instinctual behavior is tolerated and sometimes encouraged, 
then there is less encouragement tor controls to become internalized. 
Where super-ego formation is inadequate, controls must come from w1 thout. 
It is as though the whole societ7 acta as the individual's super-ego. Thus, 
publlc reproof or cri ticiam tor failure or wrong-do1.ng "'Ust assume mueh 
creater significan<:P. for members of such societies. It is not possible to 
teat this theory but a tentative hypothesis is suggested. It seems possi-
ble that in those societies in which shame is an important social sanction 
and super-ego formation is inadequate, the suicide rate will be high. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AJID CONCLUSIONS 
This is a study of suicide in twenty-three pre-11 terate societies. 
From data available in the Human Relations Area Files at Harvard Univer-
sity, it was possible to describe what is known about suicide in these 
societies. The suicides in each society were categorized according to 
110ti ves and circumstances, methods of suicide, and tor those seven so-
cieties for which data were available, the society's attitude towards 
auicide was described. With the limited data that were available on fre-
quency it was possible to define a group of aeven low suicide societies 
and a group of seven high suicide societies. 
In the second part of the study, h)'POtheses drawn from some or the 
11 terat.ure on suicide were tested in an effort to determine the cross-
cultural applicability or certain theoriea and to try to understand sOIIlG 
ot the factors that might explain the differences between the high and low 
suicide societies. For these pprposea, Whiting and Child's ratings on 
child-rearing practices were used. 
Fear, deprivation, guilt and shame were the four categories or 
moti 1/88 for suicide which were defined in the first part of the study. 
Within each of these categories, sub-categories relating to the circum-
stances under which the suicide was said to have taken place were de-
fined. It was noted t.hat ehame was the preponderant motive for suicide in 
these aocieties and within that category, suicide in response to public 
censure was lllOSt common. 
Tbe methods of suicide were mostly methods or some violence and hang-
ing vas the most common method. Fr0111 the lillited information available, 
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il 
11 
" there was the suggestion of an interesting distinction between male and 
II 
1! female Mthods of suicide. 
II 
I! 
In male suicides, there was seen to be an 
II element of chance that the suicide attempt might fail, whereas in the te-
,, 
il male suicides the methods used were those which would lead to certain and 
II il immediate death. 
II 
I; 
ii 
,I 
When the society's attitude towards suicide was known, it tended to 
II be an attitude which favored suicide. The J.shanti drew a distinction be-
'1 li tween suicides for reasons of shaae and deprivation, which they approve, 
1~.~~: and suicides for reasons or guilt vbich are strongly disapproved. The Navahos are the onl7 tribe in this group or seven who disapprove or ,, 
L II suicide in all circ'UIIlatanoes. 
II ll 
'I 
The hypotheses that were tested in the second part of this study were 
II li baaed on psyehoanalytic thinking regarding suicide. On the basis of Her-
!j 
II bert Hendin •s theories regarding a high degree of dependency and the 
II 
II I, 
II 
I II I, 
I! 
ti 
I' 
II 
II 
I' II 
ij 
strict control or aggression as factors responsible for Denmark's high 
rate of suicide, it was predicted that there would be a positive rela-
tionship between high dependence satisfaction potential, high socializa-
tion am:iety of aggression and the high suicide societies used as the 
sample for this part of the stud7. This prediction was not confirmed 
and it was suggested that it would be more meaningful to apoly Hendin 's 
theo17 to those societies in vhich suicide was known to occur in re-
spanae to deprivation. The hypothesia regarding the relationship between 
high dependence satisfaction potent!~ and societies in which deprivation 
suicides occur was again not confirmed and the data. showed that in those 
societies in which children were highl7 nurtured in infancy, deprivation 
il suicide was leu likely to occw. 
,I 
II 
II 
.Basic to psychoanalyUc thinking regarding ::ouicide is the theoey th.a t 
a punitive super-ego causes an individual to feel so much guilt that the 
outward expression or aggression is denied and he turns his aggression 
back upon himaelt. With this theory in mind, it was predicted that high 
guilt societies would also be high suicide societies. Guilt. was measUZ'ed 
:tirat b;r ratings tor patient responsibili t.y for illness and by ratings of 
severity of socialization anxiety. Uaing both these measuras, it was 
shown that the prediction was not borne out by the data. On the contr8.17, 
the data indicated that in those societies in which socialization anxiety 
ia severe, the rate o! suicide tends to be low and where socialization 
anxiety is low, suicide tends to be high. A tentative explanation was 
ottered. The high suicide societies used in testing the hypothesis tended 
to be those in which shame was the predominant motive for suicide and not 
guilt. Since these societies are also those in which socialization anxiet;y 
is low and the socialization process is arked by leniency 1 it would see~~ 
that in these societies there is little encouragement for controls to be-
come intemalind. Rather than developing severe super-ego and high 
guilt, it •7 be that super-ego formation is inadequate 1n the typical 
member or such societies. If inner controls are poor, then controls 
from w1 tbout are euential tar order to be maintained in the society. 
Therefore, the societ7 becomes the super-ego for ita individual members. 
Shame as an important sanction in a society where super-ego formation is 
inadequate, M)" explain the high rate of suicide. 
There is, unfortunately, no adequate way to test the theor,y in the 
present stud;y. It 1.s merely offered as a tentative explanation which 
could be pursued by .further research. 
4S 
In conclusion the hypotheses tested in this study were not confirmed. 
This suggests that the theories on which they were based may only be ap-
plicable to certain societies and cannot be offered as universal explana-
tiona of suicide. What is worth dying for in one society may not be 
worth dying for in another societr. Theories of suicide r&&arding guilt 
and a punitive super-ego, for example, do not seem to holrl true for those 
societies in which shame is the important lllOtive for suicide. Therefore, 
in attempting to explain the dynamics underlying suicide, this study in-
dicates that it is important to look at the circumstances \Jhich surround 
suicide in a particular society. It seems likely that the phenomena wbic-
explain deprivation suicides are quite different from those which explain 
fear or guilt suicides. The child rearlng practlces of the societic:: 
studied here seem to offer an approach towards understanding these dif-
ferent phenomena. 
SUggestions tor Further Resea~ 
Some suggestions for further research have been offered throughout 
this study. I should like to pay particular attention here to two areas 
of further study which tn.ight shed MOre light on the problem of suicide. 
T~ sample used for the stud1 is too small for the resu.lts to be 
more than suggestive. It wod.d be of interest to do a second study 
using a larger sample to explore the relationship betl'reen child rearing 
practices and the rate of the clifferent kinds of frt1icide which have been 
distinguished in this study. 
Another interesting area for research might be a study of the effect 
or the soeiety's attiturles toward suicide on the rate of suicid.e. A 
·. society's appron.l of suicide for o ,.>.·~rtieu~ar reason may inhibit the de~ 
"'' ,...,~~!}~! ~~~'!!'~0~~1~~ ~~--.{9-, . 
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